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Resistance to many forms of illegitimate authority is necessary to bring health to this country and make it a constructive force instead of a terror in the politics of nations.

— from A New Call to Resist Illegitimate Authority

MINUTES OF NOVEMBER MEETING

We made the following grants:

1. Midwest Committee for Military Counseling (Chicago) -- $265 to cover costs of a conference on military counseling.

2. Little Flags Theatre (Boston) -- $200 for fundraising costs.

3. Oficina Legal del Pueblo Unido (San Juan, TX) -- $385 for general support.

4. US Trade Union Committee Against Repression in Puerto Rico -- We recommended this to the Ferrys for $500, which they sent.

5. Partido La Raza Unida (San Fernando, CA) -- we allocated what came to $450. Carlos recommended that we send $250 now, which I did, and hold the remaining money to see how they do. He is staying in touch.

6. Coalition in Solidarity with the People of Nicaragua (Boston) -- $200 to buy a slide projector.

7. The New Paper (Lynn) -- they wanted $500, we sent them $100 and said we would consider them again in December.

8. Woman's Works (Athol) -- $200 for general support, which will be matched by c.$600 of state money.

9. Columbus Tenants Union (Ohio) -- $400 if it checks out.

Deferments, etc.

1. Vietnam Veterans Against the War -- more info
2. Kent State Left History Forum -- more info in mail
3. Union WAGE
4. Comite de Mexico y Aztlan
5. Denuncia (Argentine newspaper)

Rejections

1. Kristina Berster Defense Committee -- newsletter article, but no $.
2. Quest -- not ready yet; other sources
3. Center for Alternative Mining Development Policy (Madison) too much $.
4. Tony Avirgan film -- too much $; put in touch with Film Fund
5. Manning Marable news columns -- not individuals

TONY AVIRGAN, EILEEN BISSON, FRANK BRODHEAD, BELL CHEVIGNY, JUDY CHOMSKY, NOAM CHOMSKY, UNA CLAFFEY, MARGERY DAVIES, DONNA FINN, NORM FRUCHTER, MITCHELL GOODMAN, KENNETH HALE, HILDE HEIN, ANDREW HIMES, FLORENCE HOWE, FRANK JOYCE, DONALD KALISH, LOUIS KAMPF, MADGE KAPLAN, MARY-LOUISE KEAN, HANS KONING, PAUL LAUTER, DOUGLAS McCAY, RICHARD OHMANN, WAYNE O'NEIL, CARLOS OTERO, GRACE PALEY, CLAUDETTE PIPER, HENRY ROSEMONT, BOB ROSENTHAL, MICHELE RUSSELL, CAROLE SMITH, AMY SWERDLOW, JEAN TURNER, GEORGE VICKERS.